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After a SWAT team smashed down stock-market
millionaire (and Ecstasy dealer) Shaun Attwood's
door, he found himself inside of Arizona's deadliest
jail and locked into a brutal struggle for survival.
Shaun's hope of living the American Dream turned
into a nightmare of violence and chaos when he had
a run-in with Sammy the Bull Gravano, an Italian
Mafia mass murderer. In jail, Shaun was forced to
endure cockroaches crawling in his ears at night,
dead rats in the food, and the sound of skulls getting
cracked against toilets. He meticulously documented
the conditions and smuggled out his message. Join
Shaun on a harrowing voyage into the darkest
recesses of human existence.
In the extraordinary new Cork O’Connor thriller from
New York Times bestselling and Edgar
Award–winning author William Kent Krueger, the
lives of hundreds of innocent people are at stake
when Cork vanishes just days before his daughter’s
wedding. Since the violent deaths of his wife, father,
and best friend all occurred in previous Novembers,
Cork O’Connor has always considered it to be the
cruelest of months. Yet, his daughter has chosen this
dismal time of year in which to marry, and Cork is
understandably uneasy. His concern comes to a head
when a man camping in Minnesota’s Boundary
Waters Canoe Area Wilderness goes missing. As the
official search ends with no recovery in sight, Cork is
asked by the man’s family to stay on the case.
Although the wedding is fast approaching and the
weather looks threatening, he accepts and returns to
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that vast wilderness. As the sky darkens and the
days pass, Cork’s family anxiously awaits his return.
Finally certain that something has gone terribly
wrong, they fly by floatplane to the lake where the
missing man was last seen. Locating Cork’s campsite,
they find no sign of him. They do find blood,
however. A lot of it. With an early winter storm on
the horizon, it’s a race against time as Cork’s family
struggles to uncover the mystery behind these
disappearances. Little do they know, not only is
Cork’s life on the line, but so are the lives of
hundreds of others.
Sunshine State trivia buff Serge A. Storms loves
eliminating jerks and pests. His drug-addled partner
Coleman loves cartoons. Hot stripper Sharon Rhodes
loves cocaine, especially when purchased with rich
dead men's money. On the other hand, there's Sean
and David, who love fishing and are kind to animals
-- and who are about to cross paths with a suitcase
filled with $5 million in stolen insurance money.
Serge wants the suitcase. Sharon wants the suitcase.
Coleman wants more drugs . . . and the suitcase. In
the meantime, there's murder by gun, Space Shuttle,
Barbie doll, and Levi's 501s. In other words, welcome
to Tim Dorsey's Florida -- where nobody gets out
unscathed and untanned!
From the acclaimed author of "The Power of the Dog"
and continuing the harrowing story of the MexicanAmerican drug wars that fueled it--an electrifying
new novel that spanning a decade brings this tale of
greed and corruption, revenge and justice, heroism,
and deceit into the present moment. Tall Premium
Edition.zard.
How a Small-Town Boy Made $100 Million with the
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Medellín Cocaine Cartel and Lost It All
The Executioner's Men
Prayers for the Stolen
Brown Honey in Broomwheat Tea
Long Live the Cartel
Fear, Greed, and a Fight for Justice on the Gulf Coast

Caldecott Honor artist David Shannon captures the chaos
that follows an unexpected downpour in this engaging
story. Once upon a sunny day, the sky clouded over, and
the rain came down. The chickens squawked, the dog
barked, the baby cried, the traffic snarled, the groceries
fell, the people bickered, and still, the rain came down.In
pictures full of wit and good-natured humor, Caldecott
Honor artist David Shannon captures the chaos that
follows an unexpected downpour.Rain or shine, here is an
engaging story that will brighten the day of any reader.
This captivating resource covers the bloody history of
Mexican drug cartels from their rise in the 1980s to the
latest round of brutal violence, which has seen more than
125,000 Mexican citizens killed over the past decade. •
Offers a reliable resource for students and researchers
who want to explore the world of Mexican drug cartels
more knowledgeably and in greater depth • Provides
accurate information on many facets of the drug trade,
much of which has been erroneously represented in the
popular press and other media outlets • Explores in detail
the impact of the drug war in both Mexico and the United
States • Enables readers to pursue connections from one
entry to another through numerous cross-references
Robyn and Aries are "The Murder Mamas," contract
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killers taking no prisoners in Los Angeles. It doesn't take
them long to link up with Hollywood's biggest drug
kingpin, who hires them to take out a snitch and a judge.
But the plans backfire and they only complete half the job.
Robyn gets caught and put on Death Row, and Aries goes
on the run. She winds up in the Islands, where she takes
up a new life as a mother and wife, and tries to forget who
she once was. But unfinished business has a way of
coming back to haunt you; and when it's the killing kind,
there's a huge price to pay. Now Aries has to put it all on
the line as she sets out to finish what the Murder Mamas
started, leaving her family and her sanity and her soul
behind. . ..
Diamonds are forever . . . or are they? The Cartel runs
Miami, and loyalty to their organization runs deep, but
when someone breaks the rules, things may be beyond
repair. A snitch in the crew has dismantled the notorious
Cartel, and now disloyalty threatens to tear the family
apart. Young Carter is in the fight for his life, as he faces
drug kingpin charges due to the treachery of his best
friend, Ace. Kidnapping, murder, deception, and
seduction fill this highly anticipated sequel. Will Zyir find
out that Breeze is still alive? Will Mecca be exposed as his
brother's killer? Is Miamor dead or alive? Ashley and
JaQuavis are back with The Cartel 2. Their twisted tale of
deceit will have you on the edge of your seat, trying to
figure out what happens next.
Across an Angry Sea
American War
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A Longmire Mystery
A Prequel to Savages
Annihilation
Locked Up Abroad
A New York Times Book Review Editors' Choice
Featured on recommended reading lists by the New York
Times • New York Post • Library Journal • Thrillist •
Locus • USA TODAY "The first great science fiction
novel of 2020. " —NPR “As intellectually playful as the
best of Thomas Pynchon and as sardonically warm as
the best of Kurt Vonnegut. . . A masterful and humane
gem of a novel.” —Shaun Hamill, author of A Cosmology
of Monsters Blending the piercing humor of Alexandra
Kleeman and the jagged satire of Black Mirror, an
audacious, eerily prescient debut novel that chronicles
the rise and fall of a massive high-rise housing complex,
and the lives it affected before - and after - its demise.
Standing nearly five hundred stories tall, Los Verticalés
once bustled with life and excitement. Now this marvel of
modern architecture and nontraditional urban planning
has collapsed into a pile of rubble known as the Heap. In
exchange for digging gear, a rehabilitated bicycle, and a
small living stipend, a vast community of Dig Hands
removes debris, trash, and bodies from the building’s
mountainous remains, which span twenty acres of
unincorporated desert land. Orville Anders burrows into
the bowels of the Heap to find his brother Bernard, the
beloved radio DJ of Los Verticalés, who is alive and
miraculously broadcasting somewhere under the
massive rubble. For months, Orville has lived in a sea of
campers that surrounds the Heap, working tirelessly to
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free Bernard—the only known survivor of the imploded
city—whom he speaks to every evening, calling into his
radio show. The brothers’ conversations are a ratings
bonanza, and the station’s parent company, Sundial
Media, wants to boost its profits by having Orville slyly
drop brand names into his nightly talks with Bernard.
When Orville refuses, his access to Bernard is suddenly
cut off, but strangely, he continues to hear his own voice
over the airwaves, casually shilling products as “he”
converses with Bernard. What follows is an imaginative
and darkly hilarious story of conspiracy, revenge, and the
strange life and death of Los Verticalés that both
captures the wonderful weirdness of community and the
bonds that tie us together.
Los Zetas represent a new generation of ruthless,
sadistic pragmatists in Mexico and Central America who
are impelling a tectonic shift among drug trafficking
organizations in the Americas. Mexico's marines have
taken down the cartel's top leaders; nevertheless, these
capos and their desperados have forever altered how
criminal business is conducted in the Western
Hemisphere. This narrative brings an unprecedented
level of detail in describing how Los Zetas became
Mexico's most diabolical criminal organization before
suffering severe losses. In their heyday, Los Zetas
controlled networks of American police, politicians,
judges, and businessmen. The Mexican government is
losing its "war on drugs," despite the military, technical,
and intelligence resources provided by its northern
neighbor. Subcontracted street gangs operate in
hundreds of US cities, purchasing weapons, delivering
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product, executing targeted foes, and bribing the US
Border Patrol. Despite crippling losses Los Zetas still
dominate Nuevo Laredo, the major portal for legal and
illegal bilateral commerce. They also work hand-in-glove
with the underworld in Guatemala, El Salvador, and
Honduras, as well as with gangs like the Maras
Salvatruchas.
The port of Miami brings in millions of dollars’ worth of
cocaine every year, and the Cartel controls eighty
percent of it. The Diamond family is a force to be
reckoned with, but all hell breaks loose when they lose
their leader. The most ruthless gangster Miami has ever
seen, Carter Diamond, leaves behind a wife, twin sons, a
daughter, and a secret. The secret is his illegitimate son,
Carter Jones. When young Carter learns of his father’s
death, he comes to town and is introduced to the legacy
of the Cartel Miamor is a woman who uses her beauty to
enhance her skill as a contract killer. She is the leader of
The Murder Mamas. When her crew is hired to take
down the Cartel, they get caught slipping, and Miamor
loses her sister in the process. She is determined to get
revenge. Unknowingly, she meets the son of Carter
Diamond, and he immediately catches her heart. She is
sleeping with the enemy, and when she finds out, she is
torn between love and revenge. Thus begins the saga of
the Cartel, the New York Times bestselling series by
street lit superstars Ashley & Jaquavis. Every book in the
series is full of their trademark fast-paced drama, deceit,
and plot twists that will leave you shocked. Now fans can
relive the story of the Diamond family in this deluxe
edition, with books one through three all under one
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cover.
As Darth Karrid, commander of the Imperial battle cruiser
Ascendant Spear, continues her efforts to spread Sith
domination in the galaxy, Theron Shan joins with
smuggler Teff'ith and Jedi warrior Gnost-Dural for a
dangerous mission to end Ascendant Spear's reign of
terror.
Two American Teenagers and Mexico's Most Dangerous
Drug Cartel
A Border Noir
Shadows Rising (World of Warcraft: Shadowlands)
The Cartel Deluxe Edition
Good Economics for Hard Times
A high-energy prequel to Savages shares the
formative stories of Ben, Chon and O in Southern
California from the 1960s to the recent past,
describing how while battling a cabal of drug dealers
and corrupt cops, the trio discovers that their futures
are inextricably linked with their parents' histories.
75,000 first printing.
An all-new official prequel novel to Shadowlands, the
next expansion for Blizzard Entertainment’s
legendary online game World of Warcraft “The Horde
is nothing!” With those infamous words, Sylvanas
Windrunner betrayed and abandoned the Horde she
vowed to serve. The Dark Lady and her forces now
work in the shadows as both the Horde and Alliance,
including her own sister, Alleria, race to uncover her
next move. Struggling to shoulder the crushing
weight of leadership, King Anduin entrusts the void
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elf and High Exarch Turalyon to uncover Sylvanas’s
whereabouts. The Horde now stands at a
crossroads. The various factions form a council,
leaving the mantle of warchief to rest. Thrall,
Lor’themar Theron, Baine Bloodhoof, First Arcanist
Thalyssra, and many other familiar faces rise to this
new challenge. But the threats are numerous, and
the distrust runs too deep. When the council is
derailed by a failed assassination attempt on
Talanji—the Zandalari queen and a key ally—Thrall and
the rest of the Horde leaders are forced into action.
They empower the young troll shaman Zekhan, still
grieving the loss of Varok Saurfang, with a critical
mission to aid Talanji and help uncover the rising
threat against her. Meanwhile, Nathanos Blightcaller
and Sira Moonwarden have been tasked by the Dark
Lady with a terrifying gambit: to kill the troll loa of
death himself, Bwonsamdi. As Zekhan and Talanji
work to save Bwonsamdi, their journey will be a key
turning point in bolstering the Horde against the
coming darkness and finding themselves along the
way. Failure to save their allies and the trickster god
will surely doom them—but through success, they
may rediscover what makes the Horde strong.
You thought The Cartel was over, but Diamonds are
forever. . . . The Diamond family has survived
murder, deceit, and betrayal. Through it all, they're
still standing tall, and a new era has begun. After
surviving a failed attempt on her life, Breeze has
moved into the queen's position by Zyir's side. Zyir
has taken over the empire and locked down Miami's
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streets. He has the world in his palms, but there is
always new blood ready to overthrow the throne.
Young Carter has retired and moved away from the
madness—that is, until he gets an unexpected visitor
at his home. This person shakes up the whole family,
causing chaos that threatens to bring down the
Cartel for good. New York Times bestselling authors
Ashley and JaQuavis deliver the highly anticipated
fourth installment of the wildly popular Cartel series.
The winners of the Nobel Prize show how
economics, when done right, can help us solve the
thorniest social and political problems of our day.
Figuring out how to deal with today's critical
economic problems is perhaps the great challenge
of our time. Much greater than space travel or
perhaps even the next revolutionary medical
breakthrough, what is at stake is the whole idea of
the good life as we have known it. Immigration and
inequality, globalization and technological
disruption, slowing growth and accelerating climate
change--these are sources of great anxiety across
the world, from New Delhi and Dakar to Paris and
Washington, DC. The resources to address these
challenges are there--what we lack are ideas that will
help us jump the wall of disagreement and distrust
that divides us. If we succeed, history will remember
our era with gratitude; if we fail, the potential losses
are incalculable. In this revolutionary book,
renowned MIT economists Abhijit V. Banerjee and
Esther Duflo take on this challenge, building on
cutting-edge research in economics explained with
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lucidity and grace. Original, provocative, and urgent,
Good Economics for Hard Times makes a persuasive
case for an intelligent interventionism and a society
built on compassion and respect. It is an
extraordinary achievement, one that shines a light to
help us appreciate and understand our precariously
balanced world.
Mexican Cartels: An Encyclopedia of Mexico's Crime
and Drug Wars
Hard Time
The Cartel 4
1000 Practice Test Questions to Boost Your
Brainpower
Ultimate IQ Tests
The SAS in the Falklands War

The author's original Book of Lists is
a worldwide phenomenon that has sold
over 8 million copies. The Punk Book of
Lists will feature approx 200 lists culled from the historical archives and
many generated by noteworthy musicians,
lists have been put together by film
directors, writers, actors, you name
it. Punk Rock is cool and the impact
has hit every hip person on the planet!
Over 50 wicked caricatures of punk rock
stars, by noted underground artist
Cliff Mott, are peppered generously
throughout the book. You don't have to
be punk to love the coolest rock 'n'
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roll toilet-reading, time-wasting
masterpiece ever! Absolutely a jewel in
the canon of great music books!
BLOW is the unlikely story of George
Jung's roller coaster ride from middleclass high school football hero to the
heart of Pable Escobar's Medellin
cartel-- the largest importer of the
United States cocaine supply in the
1980s. Jung's early business of flying
marijuana into the United States from
the mountains of Mexico took a dramatic
turn when he met Carlos Lehder, a young
Colombian car thief with connections to
the then newly born cocaine operation
in his native land. Together they
created a new model for selling
cocaine, turning a drug used primarily
by the entertainment elite into a
massive and unimaginably lucrative
enterprise-- one whose earnings, if
legal, would have ranked the cocaine
business as the sixth largest private
enterprise in the Fortune 500. The ride
came to a screeching halt when DEA
agents and Florida police busted Jung
with three hundred kilos of coke,
effectively unraveling his fortune. But
George wasn't about to go down alone.
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He planned to bring down with him one
of the biggest cartel figures ever
caught. With a riveting insider account
of the lurid world of international
drug smuggling and a super-charged
drama of one man's meteoric rise and
desperate fall, Bruce Porter chronicles
Jung's life using unprecedented
eyewitness sources in this critically
acclaimed true crime classic.
When Carter Diamon, the leader of The
Cartel, which controls eighty percent
of the cocaine industry, dies, his
illegitimate son, Carter Jones, takes
his place and starts sleeping with the
enemy--Miamor, the leader of The Murder
Mamas, who wants to take down The
Cartel. Original.
The Cartel series is back...and more
deadly than ever. Las Vegas. A city
built on obscene wealth and corrupt
deals, cunning entrepreneurs, and the
ruthless mob. The Cartel's plan to open
a casino will rake in cash, but comes
with great sacrifice. The stakes have
never been this high, and rules of the
game have never been this hard to
manipulate. And when one dead girl, one
scorned wife, and one hole in the
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desert launch a chain of catastrophic
events, The Cartel is sent on a
downward spiral as they battle the
Arabian mob and fight traitors within
their circle. Will the Cartel
prevail...or fall victim to the city's
black cloud? And if there's one rule in
the town of Vegas, it's that when the
dust settles, there can only be one
winner, in The Cartel 6: The Demise, by
New York Times bestselling authors
Ashley & JaQuavis.
Murder Mamas
A Novel
Preaching the Four Gospels with
Confidence
The Cartel 2
The Force
Los Zetas, Rogue Soldiers, Criminal
Entrepreneurs, and the Shadow State
They Created
‘A cycle of a dozen lyrical poems exploring issues of
African-American identity through delicately
interwoven images. . . . Laden with meaning, the
poetry is significant and lovely. Cooper's paintings,
with vibrant, unsentimentalized characters in earth
tone illumined with gold, are warm, contemplative'a
beautiful complement to Thomas's eloquence. A
must.' 'K. ‘Poems rooted in home, family, and the
African-American experience…. Highly readable and
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attractive.' 'BL. 1994 Coretta Scott King Award
Honor Book for Nonfiction 1994 Coretta Scott King
Award Honor Book for Illustration 1994 Teachers'
Choices (IRA) Notable 1994 Childrens' Trade Books
in Social Studies (NCSS/CBC) 1994 Notable Trade
Books in the Language Arts (NCTE) 100 Books for
Reading and Sharing (NY Public Library) 1993 "Pick
of the Lists" (ABA)
The Cartel Deluxe EditionBooks 1-3Urban Books
In the world of the Cartel, there are many pitfalls and
family curses. In the city of Miami, the good die
young and the bad live forever. The first family of
Miami, The Diamonds, are back and more ruthless
than ever. When the family has to deal with the sins
of the father, karma comes back and rests on the
shoulders of Carter "CJ" Jones II . The life his father
never wanted for him, calls him and the allure of
family tradition sucks him in so deep, that he falls
victim to the game. This story shows the second
coming of a king and solidifies the cartel family tree
in the roots of the streets forever.Ride with a new
regime as Carter II and his cousin Mo attempt to
carry the legacy of their fathers on their shoulders.
Will the city respect them? Or have the ghosts of the
past been erased by a new wave of hustlers. Miami
was forever changed when Carter and Miamor came
to town. Can The Cartel ever regain their strength or
was their fall from power too devastating to
repair?Ashley and JaQuavis dive into their franchise
series once more and give their fans a taste of classic
urban storytelling.
The saga of love, loyalty, and crime continues in the
next explosive book in the Cartel series from the
minds of New York Times bestselling authors Ashley
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& JaQuavis. After the tragic and bloody end to The
Cartel’s reign, Carter is forced into isolation to evade
the law. With his wife, Miamor, facing federal
charges and his dear brother, six feet under, Carter
has never been more alone. His empire is at his feet
and he has no idea how to rebuild his kingdom. The
only thing that is certain is that he has to stay out the
way and off the radar of the Feds until he can figure
out how to get his lady out of prison. Miamor’s
freedom is guaranteed—provided Carter help create
and distribute a drug that will take the streets by
storm. Rubbing elbows with the most notorious,
ruthless leaders of the underworld will get him what
he wants. But can he win at their game of murder
and money?
Roundtable of Bosses
The Cartel
Extra Virginity: The Sublime and Scandalous World
of Olive Oil
Wolf Boys
The Official Punk Rock Book of Lists
The Rain Came Down

NATIONAL BESTSELLER • A second
American Civil War, a devastating plague,
and one family caught deep in the
middle—this gripping debut novel asks what
might happen if America were to turn its
most devastating policies and deadly
weapons upon itself. From the author of
What Strange Paradise "Powerful ... as
haunting a postapocalyptic universe as
Cormac McCarthy [created] in The Road."
—The New York Times Sarat Chestnut, born
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in Louisiana, is only six when the Second
American Civil War breaks out in 2074. But
even she knows that oil is outlawed, that
Louisiana is half underwater, and that
unmanned drones fill the sky. When her
father is killed and her family is forced into
Camp Patience for displaced persons, she
begins to grow up shaped by her particular
time and place. But not everyone at Camp
Patience is who they claim to be. Eventually
Sarat is befriended by a mysterious
functionary, under whose influence she is
turned into a deadly instrument of war. The
decisions that she makes will have
tremendous consequences not just for Sarat
but for her family and her country, rippling
through generations of strangers and kin
alike.
“It’s the scenery—and the big guy standing
in front of the scenery—that keeps us
coming back to Craig Johnson’s lean and
leathery mysteries.” —The New York Times
Book Review Walt journeys into the
northern Mexican desert alone to save his
daughter Cady, who has been kidnapped by
the cartel Welcome to Walt Longmire's
worst nightmare. Winter is creeping closer,
but for Sheriff Longmire this one is looking
to be harsh in a way to which he is wholly
unaccustomed. He has found himself in the
remotest parts of the northern Mexican
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desert, a lawless place where no horse or car
can travel, where no one speaks his
language or trusts an outsider, far from his
friends and his home turf back in Wyoming.
But desperate times call for desperate
measures. Tomas Bidarte, the head of one of
the most vicious drug cartels in Mexico, has
kidnapped Walt's beloved daughter, Cady.
The American government is of limited help
and the Mexican one even less so. Armed
with his trusty Colt .45 and a father's
intuition, Walt must head into the
110-degree heat of the desert, one man
against an army.
IQ tests are routinely encountered in
recruitment for various industries, including
for jobs in the government, armed forces,
education as well as industry and commerce.
Competition is fierce and employers are
determined to cut the weak from the strong
so it is essential for candidates to be
prepared. Ultimate IQ Tests is the biggest
book of IQ practice tests available. Written
and compiled by experts in IQ testing and
brain puzzles it contains 1000 practice
questions organized into 25 tests, with a
simple guide to assessing individual
performance. With a brand new test in this
edition, designed to be more challenging
than the others so you can track progress,
this is the best one-stop resource to mind
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puzzles. Working through the questions will
help you to improve your vocabulary and
develop powers of calculation and logical
reasoning. From the best-selling Ultimate
series, Ultimate IQ Tests is an invaluable
resource if you have to take an IQ test, but
it's also great fun if you like to stretch your
mind for your own entertainment - and
boost your brain power.
"[Mueller reveals] the brazen fraud in the
olive oil industry and [teaches] readers how
to sniff out the good stuff." —Dwight Garner,
New York Times For millennia, fresh olive
oil has been one of life’s necessities—not
just as food but also as medicine, a beauty
aid, and a vital element of religious rituals.
But this symbol of purity has become deeply
corrupt. A superbly crafted combination of
cultural history and food manifesto, Extra
Virginity takes us on a journey through the
world of olive oil, opening our eyes to olive
oil’s rich past as well as to the fierce
contemporary struggle between oil
fraudsters of the globalized food industry
and artisan producers whose oil truly
deserves the name "extra virgin."
Narcos Inc: the Rise and Fall of the Cali
Cartel
Books 4 and 5
The Cartel Deluxe Edition, Part 2
Depth of Winter
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Books 1-3
The Cartel 7: Illuminati
A gripping, twisting account of a small town set on fire by hatred,
xenophobia, and ecological disaster—a story that weaves together
corporate malfeasance, a battle over shrinking natural resources, a
turning point in the modern white supremacist movement, and one
woman’s relentless battle for environmental justice. By the late
1970s, the fishermen of the Texas Gulf Coast were struggling. The
bays that had sustained generations of shrimpers and crabbers before
them were being poisoned by nearby petrochemical plants, oil spills,
pesticides, and concrete. But as their nets came up light, the white
shrimpers could only see one culprit: the small but growing number
of newly resettled Vietnamese refugees who had recently started
fishing. Turf was claimed. Guns were flashed. Threats were made.
After a white crabber was killed by a young Vietnamese refugee in
self-defense, the situation became a tinderbox primed to explode,
and the Grand Dragon of the Texas Knights of the Ku Klux Klan
saw an opportunity to stoke the fishermen’s rage and prejudices. At
a massive Klan rally near Galveston Bay one night in 1981, he strode
over to an old boat graffitied with the words U.S.S. VIET CONG,
torch in hand, and issued a ninety-day deadline for the refugees to
leave or else “it’s going to be a helluva lot more violent than
Vietnam!” The white fishermen roared as the boat burned,
convinced that if they could drive these newcomers from the coast,
everything would return to normal. A shocking campaign of violence
ensued, marked by burning crosses, conspiracy theories, death
threats, torched boats, and heavily armed Klansmen patrolling
Galveston Bay. The Vietnamese were on the brink of fleeing, until a
charismatic leader in their community, a highly decorated colonel,
convinced them to stand their ground by entrusting their fate with
the Constitution. Drawing upon a trove of never-before-published
material, including FBI and ATF records, unprecedented access to
case files, and scores of firsthand interviews with Klansmen,
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shrimpers, law enforcement, environmental activists, lawyers,
perpetrators and victims, Johnson uncovers secrets and secures
confessions to crimes that went unsolved for more than forty years.
This explosive investigation of a forgotten story, years in the
making, ultimately leads Johnson to the doorstep of the one woman
who could see clearly enough to recognize the true threat to the
bays—and who now represents the fishermen’s last hope.
A resilient young woman must outwit a sadistic psychopath in this
pulse-pounding thriller from the author of The Silence of the Lambs,
a "master still at the top of his strange and chilling form" (Wall
Street Journal). Twenty-five million dollars in cartel gold lies hidden
beneath a mansion on the Miami Beach waterfront. Ruthless men
have tracked it for years. Leading the pack is Hans-Peter Schneider.
Driven by unspeakable appetites, he makes a living fleshing out the
violent fantasies of other, richer men. Cari Mora, caretaker of the
house, has escaped from the violence in her native country. She stays
in Miami on a wobbly Temporary Protected Status, subject to the
iron whim of ICE. She works at many jobs to survive. Beautiful,
marked by war, Cari catches the eye of Hans-Peter as he closes in on
the treasure. But Cari Mora has surprising skills, and her will to
survive has been tested before. Monsters lurk in the crevices
between male desire and female survival. No other writer in the last
century has conjured those monsters with more terrifying brilliance
than Thomas Harris. Cari Mora, his sixth novel, is the long-awaited
return of an American master.
The gospels hold the key to why pastors get up every Sunday to
preach. They are the "good news"--the pinnacle--of the Christian
faith. But in order to preach from them with truth, clarity, and
confidence, you'll need the right tools. Preaching the Four Gospels
with Confidence is a book written for pastors who love Jesus and
want to preach the Gospel well. With a compelling voice, Steven D.
Mathewson offers sound scriptural advice, provides bibliographic
tips for further study, and quotes from well-known and respected
biblical scholars including: G.K. Beale Craig S. Keener D.A. Carson
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Additionally, Mathewson will teach you how to negotiate the
common challenges that arise while preaching from the gospels.
Problems such as: How to interpret the gospels in relation to the rest
of the New Testament How to rightly handle the Jewish and GrecoRoman context of the gospels How to affirm the authority of the
four gospels over the "lost gospels" This not a "how to preach" book;
it is a how to preach well handbook that you'll want to reference
again and again as you prepare sermons from the gospels.
The Cartel series by street lit superstars Ashley & JaQuavis has been
a consistent New York Times bestseller, full of their trademark fastpaced drama, deceit, and plot twists that leave readers shocked. Now
fans can relive the story of the Diamond family in this second deluxe
edition, containing books four and five. The Diamond family has
survived murder, deceit, and betrayal. Through it all, they're still
standing tall, and a new era has begun. After a failed attempt on her
life, Breeze has moved into the queen's position by Zyir's side. Zyir
has taken over the empire and locked down Miami's streets. He has
the world in his palms, but there is always new blood ready to
overthrow the throne. Young Carter has retired and moved away
from the madness--that is, until he gets an unexpected visitor at his
home. This person shakes up the whole family, causing chaos that
threatens to bring down the Cartel for good. When a Boeing 747
drops out of the sky with the men of The Cartel aboard, the women
of the family have to step into their own. With the federal
government on their heels and the family on the brink of destruction,
a female dynasty is born. After the government's case is thwarted,
the ladies plan to take the family legit. They head west to establish a
new endeavor, but with new territory comes new problems. The
Carter family name doesn't ring as loud as it did in Miami. It's a new
set of gangsters, a new set of rules, as the Cartel finds problems with
an Arabic millionaire. Even as the new Cartel struggles to go legit,
trouble always finds a way into the family's circle. Larceny, deceit,
and murder are all in the cards.
Tale of the Murda Mamas
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War Against the Mafia
The Cartel 6: The Demise
The Heap
Florida Roadkill
The Fishermen and the Dragon

The first book in the classic vigilante action series from a
“writer who spawned a genre” (The New York Times).
Overseas, Mack Bolan was dubbed “Sgt. Mercy” for the
compassion he showed the innocent. On the home front,
they’re calling him the Executioner for what he’s doing
to the guilty. In the jungles of Southeast Asia, American
sniper Mack Bolan honed his skills. After twelve years,
with ninety-five confirmed hits, he returns home to
Massachusetts. But it’s not to reunite with his family, it’s
to bury them—victims in a mass murder/suicide. Even
though Bolan’s own father pulled the trigger, he knows
the old man was no killer. He was driven to madness by
Mafia thugs who have turned his idyllic hometown into a
new kind of war zone. Duty calls . . . Introducing an
action hero “who would make Jack Reacher think twice,”
this is the first book in the iconic series of vigilante justice
that has become a publishing phenomenon
(Empireonline.com). With more than two hundred million
Executioner books sold since its debut, the series
continues to stimulate. Gerry Conway, cocreator of
Marvel Comics’ The Punisher, credits the Executioner
as “my inspiration . . . that’s what gave me the idea for
the lone, slightly psychotic avenger.” The series is also
now in development as a major motion picture. War
Against the Mafia is the 1st book in the Executioner
series, but you may enjoy reading the series in any
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order.
A “tough, honed-to-the-bone thriller” of family, revenge,
and organized crime along the border of Texas and
Mexico—from the award-winning author (The Dallas
Morning News). Eddie Gato Wolfe is a young, impetuous
member of the Wolfe family of Texas gun-runners that
goes back generations. Increasingly unfulfilled by his
minor role in family operations and eager to set out on
his own, Eddie crosses the border to work security for a
major Mexican drug cartel led by the ruthless La Navaja.
Falling for a mysterious woman named Miranda, Eddie
learns too late that an intimate member of La Navaja’s
organization considers her his property. When their
romance is discovered, Eddie and Miranda are forced to
run for their lives, fleeing into the deadly Sonora Desert
in hope of crossing the border to safety. But La Navaja’s
reach is far and his lust for revenge insatiable. If La
Navaja’s men don’t kill Eddie and Miranda, the brutal
desert just may. Their only hope: help from the family
that Eddie abandoned. A Men’s Journal Best Book of
the Year that was shortlisted for the CWA Gold Dagger,
this intimate look inside the Mexican drug trade is “one
hell of a ride” (Booklist, starred review). “Brilliant . . .
Blake’s masterful action-driven narrative and his
revealing look at the ultraviolent Mexican drug trade rival
the best of Don Winslow and Kem Nunn.” —Publishers
Weekly, starred review “Blake’s customary zest for life
and death makes his latest modern historical thriller
violent, sexy and exciting.” —Kirkus Reviews “This sandblasted odyssey is quick, bloody and beautiful with prose
as eloquent and unexpected as a cactus flower.”
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—Madison County Herald
The story of two American teens recruited as killers for a
Mexican cartel, and their pursuit by a Mexican-American
detective who realizes the War on Drugs is unwinnable.
In early summer 1982--winter in the South
Atlantic--Argentina's military junta invades the Falklands.
Within days, a British Royal Navy Task Force is
assembled and dispatched. This is the story of D
Squadron, 22 SAS, commanded by Cedric Delves. The
relentless tempo of events defies belief. Raging seas,
inhospitable glaciers, hurricane-force winds, helicopter
crashes, raids behind enemy lines--the Squadron
prevailed against them all, but the cost was high. Eight
died and more were wounded or captured. Holding fast
to their humanity, D Squadron's fighters were there at
the start and end of the Falklands War, the first to raise a
Union Jack over Government House in Stanley. Across
an Angry Sea is a chronicle of daring, skill and
steadfastness among a tight-knit band of brothers; of
going awry, learning fast, fighting hard, and winning
through.
BLOW
The Rules of Wolfe
Cari Mora
Diamonds Are Forever
New Statesman
The Kings of Cool

Instant New York Times Bestseller Best
of 2017 - included on best-of lists by
the New York Times, NPR, Barnes &
Noble, Publisher's Weekly, LitHub,
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BookPage, Booklist, TheRealBookSpy.com,
the Financial Times (UK) and the Daily
Mail (UK) “The Force is mesmerizing, a
triumph. Think The Godfather, only with
cops. It’s that good.” — Stephen King
The acclaimed, award-winning,
bestselling author of The Cartel—voted
one of the Best Books of the Year by
more than sixty publications, including
the New York Times—returns with a
cinematic epic as explosive, powerful,
and unforgettable as Mystic River and
The Wire. Our ends know our beginnings,
but the reverse isn’t true . . . All
Denny Malone wants is to be a good cop.
He is “the King of Manhattan North,” a,
highly decorated NYPD detective
sergeant and the real leader of “Da
Force.” Malone and his crew are the
smartest, the toughest, the quickest,
the bravest, and the baddest, an elite
special unit given unrestricted
authority to wage war on gangs, drugs
and guns. Every day and every night for
the eighteen years he’s spent on the
Job, Malone has served on the front
lines, witnessing the hurt, the dead,
the victims, the perps. He’s done
whatever it takes to serve and protect
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in a city built by ambition and
corruption, where no one is
clean—including Malone himself. What
only a few know is that Denny Malone is
dirty: he and his partners have stolen
millions of dollars in drugs and cash
in the wake of the biggest heroin bust
in the city’s history. Now Malone is
caught in a trap and being squeezed by
the Feds, and he must walk the thin
line between betraying his brothers and
partners, the Job, his family, and the
woman he loves, trying to survive, body
and soul, while the city teeters on the
brink of a racial conflagration that
could destroy them all. Based on years
of research inside the NYPD, this is
the great cop novel of our time and a
book only Don Winslow could write: a
haunting and heartbreaking story of
greed and violence, inequality and
race, crime and injustice, retribution
and redemption that reveals the
seemingly insurmountable tensions
between the police and the diverse
citizens they serve. A searing portrait
of a city and a courageous, heroic, and
deeply flawed man who stands at the
edge of its abyss, The Force is a
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masterpiece of urban living full of
shocking and surprising twists,
leavened by flashes of dark humor, a
morally complex and utterly riveting
dissection of modern American society
and the controversial issues
confronting and dividing us today.
Written with the pace and vividness of
a thriller, Narcos Inc also illustrates
the similarities between global
traffickers and international
terrorists and compares the current war
on terror with the war on drugs. In
this first-ever account of the cartel's
rise and fall, Ron Chepesiuk provides a
compelling insight into the history of
international drug trafficking,
organised crime and US drug policy. He
draws vivid pictures of the gang's
founders and reveals how they built
their empire, carving up the massive US
market with their rival Medellin
Cartel: New York going to Cali, Miami
to Medellin.
The haunting novel of love and survival
that inspired Mexico’s official
submission for International Feature
Film—now shortlisted for the 94th
Academy Awards® and streaming on
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Netflix “Prayers for the Stolen gives
us words for what we haven’t had words
for before, like something translated
from a dream in a secret language. . .
. Beguiling, and even crazily
enchanting.”—Francisco Goldman, New
York Times Book Review FINALIST FOR THE
PEN/FAULKNER PRIZE • AN IRISH TIMES
BOOK OF THE YEAR Ladydi Garcia Martínez
is fierce, funny, and smart. She was
born into a world where being a girl is
a dangerous thing. In the mountains of
Guerrero, Mexico, women must fend for
themselves, as their men have left to
seek opportunities elsewhere. Here in
the shadow of the drug war, bodies turn
up on the outskirts of the village to
be taken back to the earth by scorpions
and snakes. School is held
sporadically, when a volunteer can be
coerced away from the big city for a
semester. In Guerrero the drug lords
are kings, and mothers disguise their
daughters as sons, or when that fails
they “make them ugly”—cropping their
hair, blackening their teeth, anything
to protect them from the rapacious
grasp of the cartels. And when the
black SUVs roll through town, Ladydi
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and her friends burrow into holes in
their backyards like animals, tucked
safely out of sight. While her mother
waits in vain for her husband’s return,
Ladydi and her friends dream of a
future that holds more promise than
mere survival, finding humor,
solidarity, and fun in the face of so
much tragedy. When Ladydi is offered
work as a nanny for a wealthy family in
Acapulco, she seizes the chance, and
finds her first taste of love with a
young caretaker there. But when a local
murder tied to the cartel implicates a
friend, Ladydi’s future takes a dark
turn. Despite the odds against her,
this spirited heroine’s resilience and
resolve bring hope to otherwise
heartbreaking conditions. An
illuminating and affecting portrait of
women in rural Mexico, and a stunning
exploration of the hidden consequences
of an unjust war, Prayers for the
Stolen is an unforgettable story of
friendship, family, and determination.
Manitou Canyon
the art of war
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